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Abstract

Current volcanological knowledge of the Cilimani-Gurghiu-Harghita (CGH) volcanic chain, the southernmost seg-
ment of the Carpathian Neogene/Quaternary volcanic arc, is reviewed. The CGH arc is naturally subdivided into four
geographically distinct segments: Cdlimani, Gurghiu, North Harghita and South Harghita, and basically consists of a
row of adjacent or partially overlapping compositdvolcanoes accompanied by their respective peripheral volcaniclastic
aprons.

Lava-flow activity and dome extrusions were the main edifice-building events, punctuated by episodic explosive
events, some of which produced non-welded pumice and ash flow deposits. Lava dome eruptions, accompanied by
gravitational or explosive collapses of the growing domes over steep slopes, generated block-and-ash flows. Edifice
failure and related debris avalanche events were common features in several composite volcanoes. Redistribution of
loose slope material to topographic lows by debris flows, hyperconcentrated flood flows and normal stream erosion
contributed to the accumulation of peripheral volcaniclastic aprons, mostly on land, but also locally in lacustrine
environments.

Volcanic edifices are typical medium-sized andesitic composite volcanoes, some of them attaining the caldera stage,
complicated by summital or peripheral domes or dome complexes. Dacitic volcanoes are smaller in size and consist of
lava dome complexes, in places with associated pyroclastic cones and volcaniclastic aprons.

The volcanic history of CGH lasted ca. 9.5 Ma, with the oldest activity (9.5 Ma) occurring in the northern parts and
the youngest at the southern chain-termnus. The last eruption of Ciomadul volcano is only ca 10000yr old. Along-arc
migration of volcanism is obvious especially in the southernmost segment.

A new structural model for the CGH, based on volcanic facies distribution (<central>, <proximal> or <flank>, and
<distal> or <volcaniclastic> facies) is proposed. It fits the field observations, K-Ar dating and modern structural models
of composite volcanoes worldwide better than the previous <two-compartment> model.

1. Introduction

The Cilimani-Gurghiu-Harghita (CGH) volcanic chain
forms the southeasternmost part and the longest con-
tinuous portion of the Carpathian Neogene/Quaternary
volcanic arc (Fig. 1). In Romania, Neogene/Quaternary
volcanics (mainly of calc-alkaline affinity) developed
along the inner part of the Carpathian orogenic belt
where they are segmented into a northern volcanic zone
(Oaq-GutAi Mts.), a median zone of shallow intrusions
(Tib'les, Toroiaga, Rodna and Bdrgdu Mts.), and a
s6uthern volcanic zone (CGH), as well as in the
Apuseni Mts. (Fig. 1). Other young volcanic rocks in
Romania include small-volume Pliocene-Pleistocene
alkali-basaltic occurrences in the Persani Mts. (southern
East Carpathians) and Banat province (eastern Panno-
nian Basin) (Downes et al., 1995).

The fresh-looking morphology of the CGH volcanic
zone allows the recognition of individual volcanic edi-
fices and prominent features including the unique crater
lake Sf. Ana at the southern end of the chain. Well pre-
served, more or less circular depressions, mostly
drained by a radial pattern of streams, are considered to
be <craters> and formed the starting points in identify-
ing a number of stratovolcanoes along the chain such as
Seaca-Titarca (i.e. Mezohavas in the early, Austro-
Hungarian literature), Sumuleu (i.e. Somlyo), Ostoros
(i.e. Osztoros), Luci (i.e. Lucsmelleke), Cucu (i.e.
Kakukkhegy) and Sf. Ana (i.e. Szent Anna). Other vol-
canoes with less obvious morphological features, such as
the Cilimani caldera (Rbdulescu et al., 1973), FAncel-
Ldpugna caldera (Rddulescu et al.,1964b), Virghi; (or
Central Harghita, Rddulescu, 1965) and others, were

recognized later. The picture was gradually refined and
complicated through the identification of many small-
scale volcanic features such as volcanic domes and lava-
centers outside the main stratovolcanic edifices (e.9. a
number of such small volcanoes have been described in
the southern Cllimani Mts. by Peltz,1969).

Generalized structural models of the CGH chain have
been proposed by Torcik (1956) and Rddulescu et al.
(I964a;1973). The former author envisaged stratovolca-
nic structures built up on a ,.prevolcanic intrusive base-
ment>> all along the chain. This idea was debated later by
Rddulescu (1962) who proposed an alternative model
(Ridulescu et al., 1964a;1973) - the two compartment
model - that dominated the volcanological conception
of the CGH during the past few decades.

Despite continuous research effort, mostly focused on
petrological aspects and ore prospecting, volcanological
approaches were sparse and localized to limited areas
(e.g. Rddulescu et al., 1964a; Rddulescu, 1973; Szak6cs
& Seghedi, 1990) and no larger-scale volcanological in-
vestigation was undertaken until very recently. This
paper attempts to synthesise, in a modern view, the
available data on the volcanology of the CGH chain,
based mostly on our own research over the last decade
or so.

2. Geotectonic setting

Its general location with respect to the major lithospher-
ic tectonic units of the Carpathian system (i.e. behind
the Carpathian accretionary prism) and its calc-alkaline
geochemical signatures, led Ridulescu & Sdndulescu
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Fle 1 - Sketch of the Neogene/Quaternary volcanic arc (stip-ped) in- Romania with the location of the Cilimani-Gurghiu-Harghita
(CUq) volcanic chain (fram_ed); Segments of the arc are labelled as follows: O: Oas, G: GutAi, TB: Tibles, T: Toroiafa, R: Ro?na,
B: BArgdu, C: Cdlimani, GH: Gurghiu, NH: North Harghita, SH: South.Harghiti; Z (7,inand) and M iMetaliferi tlts.; ur" ,"g_
ments of the Apuseni Neogene volcanic zone,L (Lucare{) and P (Persani) are Neogene/Quaternary alkali-basaltic occurrences.

(1973), Boccaletti et al. (1973) and Bleahu et al. (t973)
to consider the East Carpathian volcanic arc as being
subduction-related in character. Westward subduction
of the oceanic crust of an easterly <basin> or ocean
whose sparse? obducted remnants are discontinuously
recorded within the inner flysch nappes of the East Car-
pathians, beneath an inferred Transylvanian microplate
or an assemblage of several microplates, is inferred. Re-
cently, the subducted crust involved in the generation of
the Neogene volcanic arc has been suggested to have
belonged to a <marginal basin> of the Eurasian plate
with thinned crust or a narrow oceanic-type crust
(Rddulescu et al., 1993).

There are, however, some problems with both timing
and spatial relationships within the East Carpathians,
especially along the CGH portion of the arc. The prin-
cipal deformational events occurred in the East Car-
pathians in the Mid-Cretaceous and Early Miocene
(Sdndulescu, \984; Ridulescu et al., 1993) without sie-
nificant volcanism. Most of the calc-alkaline volcanisir
developed when the compressional structure of the East
Carpathians had already been formed, i.e. in a postcol-
lisional environment. The spatial problem is related to
the southern segment of the CGH chain (Harghita Mts.)
where the parallelism between the Carpathian accrel-
tionary prism and the volcanic range breaks down and
the South Harghita segment crosscuts the intensely
folded inner flysch zone (Szakiics et al., 1993). Crustal
thickness is typically higher there (c.a 40 km) compared
to the other segments (c.a. 30 km) (Stinica et al.,1986;
1ee0).

These circumstances warn one that no classical sub-
duction model can be routinely applied to explain the
peculiar relationships between tectonic processes and
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magmatism in the East Carpathians, where the subduc-
tion signature-bearing volcanic arc developed in a post-
collisional tectonic setting, and is apparently a delayed
effect of the active subduction processes.

3. General features

With its ca. 160 km length, the CGH chain is the longest
continuous volcanic range in the Carpatho-Pannonian
Region. Recent K-Ar age determinations (P6cskay et
al., 1995) show that the CGH volcanic activity ranges
from about 9.5 Ma in the Cdlimani Mts. to <0.5 Vtiin
the South Harghita Mts. Age progression is obvious
along the whole chain, but is particularly well-developed
in the southernmost segment (Szak6cs et al., 1993).

Most of the volcanics belongs to the calc-alkaline
suite, ranging from basalts to dacites, but andesites are
certainly the most abundant. Slight tholeiitic trends are
shown by some of the earliest products in Cdlimani
Mts., whereas obvious along-arc K-enrichment ending
in small volume shoshonitic bodies is found at the south-
ern end ofthe range (Seghedi etal.,1987;1995; Szak6cs
et al., 1993; Mason et al., in press). Two pyroxene and
pyroxene-amphibole andesites are the most common
rock-types. Others include olivine-bearing basalt ande-
sites, frequent in the Cdlimani Mts., garnet-bearing
amphibole andesites as a very rare type (a few smal
bodies in the Cllimani Mts.), aphyric andesites and da-
cites, amphibole-biotite andesites and dacites, etc.
(Seghedi et al., 1995).

The volcanic structure is dominated by adjacent and
in places partially overlapping composite volcanoes in
the axial part of the chain, with widespread coalesced



volcaniclastic aprons at either side. Within the general
NW-SE strike of the range, local N-S and NNE-SSW
alignments of volcanoes are also apparent.

The CGH volcanic chain is naturally subdivided in
four distinct segments by obvious geographical bound-
aries such as major valleys and saddles: Cdlimani, Gur-
ghiu, North Harghita and South Harghita. Except for
Cilimani, which displays an extremely complex struc-
ture, the other segments consist of rows of adjacent
composite volcanoes accompanied by their respective
volcaniclastic aprons. Small-scale volcanic features,
mostly lava domes, are peripheral with respect to the
large volcanoes in most of the areas. As a general rule,
height, width, volume and complexity decrease from
NW to SE along the CGH chain.

4. Volcanic products and inferred activity

A wide range of effusive, explosive and epiclastic pro-
ducts were generated throughout the ca. 9 Ma long vol-
canic history of the CGH chain by a number of large
central or small dispersed volcanic centers. They indi-
cate a corresponding variety of volcanic processes and
mechanisms.

Lava flows are the most common volcanic products
encountered in, and near, the composite volcanoes.
They range from rare short thick dacitic flows such as in
Ciomadul (South Harghita) through the most common
more or less viscous, variably long and thick andesitic
lavas, fluid aphanitic dacitic and andesitic lavas occur-
ring in a number of volcanic structures in the Cilimani
and North Harghita Mts., to high fluidity basaltic ande-
site and rare basaltic lavas. Lava flows are easily assign-
able to their source volcanoes whose flanks they com-
monly constitute but actual source vents are rarely iden-
tified except for near-vent flows such as Harghita
Midiras or Harghita Ciceu in the Virghis edifice. It is
difficult to identify the source of the more distal fluid
lavas, especially those interbedded in volcaniclastics, as
is the case, for example, in the southern Cdlimani Mts.

Lava domes, which occur in most of the volcanoes
and independently at the peripheries, are a major fea-
ture of the chain. Dacitic lava domes or dome com-
plexes are frequeni especially in the South Harghita seg-
ment (Cucu, Piligca, Ciomadul volcanoes, Murgul Mare
dome) but they- are present elsewhere as well (e.g.
R[chitig dome in North Harghita, Pietricelul and Drd-
guqul domes in the Cdlimani caldera). Viscous andesitic
lava was also frequently extruded as lava domes but is
seldom preserved as recognizable morphological-
structural entities, except when it formed more volumi-
nous dome complexes such as Bacta (Gurghiu Mts.) or

$umuleu-Ciuc (Harghita Mts.).
Pyroclastic rocks are generally sparsely represented

within the central volcanic edifices except for the pyroc-
lastic cone of Ciomadul volcano and some scoria cone
remnants in the Cdlimani and northern Gurghiu Mts.
(e.g. Jirca) where they accumulated in significant
volumes. They are commonly found as minor local,
mostly thin occurrences in the lava piles of the large cen-
tral <stratovolcanoes> (e.g. VArghis, Cucu). Pyroclastics
are much more widespread beyond the flanks of the
composite volcanoes, mostly as parts of the peripheral
volcaniclastic aprons.

Genetic types of pyroclastic deposits and correspond-
ing eruptive mechanisms vary largely from Strombolian
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to Plinian fall, and from phreatomagmatic to pumice-
and-ash flow and block-and-ash flow deposits. One Pli-
nian fall deposit has been unambiguously recognized as
coming from Ciomadul. This dacitic pumice fall deposit
is 4.3 m thick in a proximal area (less than2 km west of
Sf. Ana crater) and c.a. 0.2 m thick at more distal locali-
ties c.a. 40 km east of the source. Because of the small
number of outcrops, no isopach or isopleth maps have
been constructed. Dacitic phreatomagmatic products
represented by accretionary lapilli-bearing base surge
deposits are present near the Moho; crater rim in
Ciomadul volcano (Szak6cs & Seghedi, 1989). Four su-
perposed Plinian fall out deposits associated with ash-
flow tuffs were recently recognized at the northeastern
periphery of FAncel-Ldpugka caldera.

Small volume basaltic andesite spatter and scoria de-
posits, diagnostic of Strombolian activity, are found in a
number of high-level occurrences within several edifices
in the Cdlimani Mts. (Lucaciul, Tdmdul, Pietrele Rogii),
Gurghiu Mts. (Jirca) and South Harghita Mts. (Piligca).
We consider them fortunately preserved examples of a
much more widespread type of volcanic activity.

Pyroclastic flow and related surge deposits occur fre-
quently in the CGH, exhibiting a large spectrum of fea-
tures. Pumice-rich or pumice-bearing flows can be rec-
ognized in many outcrops. In Ciomadul they form two
superposed flow units overlying, and gradually passing
from, the Plinian fall deposit of the same dacitic com-
position. In the southern Cilimani Mts, and northern
Gurghiu Mts., they display the typical features of non-
welded, in places lithic-rich, ignimbrites. Their composi-
tion is acid amphibole andesite. Their source has been
identified to be related to the FAncel Lipugna (northern
Gurghiu) caldera. Pumice-rich deposits, presumably of
pyroclastic flow origin, are present in other parts of the
chain (e.g. North Harghita) as well but no welded
ignimbrites have yet been found. The pumice deposits
suggest that explosive mechanisms involving large
volumes of highly vesiculated dacitic or acid andesitic
magmas constituted a significant and characteristic part
of the eruptive history of the CGH chain.

Block-and-ash flow deposits of basic andesite or
basaltic andesite composition are widespread at the
western and southern peripheries of the Cilimani Mts.
and in northern Gurghiu Mts. Along the Mures valley,
sequences of successive flow-units are well exposed.
They consist of 0.5 to 2 m thick reverse to normal
graded, otherwise chaotic coarse tuff-breccia-like de-
posits often with a finer sheared base and another finer
level at the top, consistlng of unsorted centimetric to
decimetric monolithologic andesite blocks and an ash
matrix. In places, juvenile blocks displaying evidence of
high temperatures (radial cracks, <plastic> shapes) can
be seen. Fine, thin, crossbedded ground and/or ash-
cloud-surge deposit interbeds can be observed locally.
Two types of block-and-ash flow deposits, both of basal-
tic andesite composition, can be distinguished along the
Mures valley: (1) those with massive juvenile fragments
(Lunca Bradului type locality), and (2) those with
porous juveniles (StAnceni type locality). They may cor-
respond to different mechanisms of the dome/lava flow
collapse events triggering the pyroclastic flow on the
steep flanks of the volcanic edifice, gravitational col-
lapse (Merapi type) and explosive collapse (Pel6e type),
respectively. These types of deposits are frequent, albeit
not so well exposed, in many other parts of the CGH
pointing to the importance of summit dome building and
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lava extrusion and the presence of steep-sloped edifices
during volcanic activity.

. The peripherally extensive volcanic aprons (Fig. 2) are
largely composed of secondary volcaniclastiis.-Debris
avalanche deposits constitute a significant part of them.

By their characteristic diagnostic features (megablocks,
more or less dispersed jig-saw blocks, etc.) they were
recognized recently in almost all of the volcanic aprons.
They are thick, chaotic poorly organized deposits that
travelled far away from their sources and explain the
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\ig. Z - Volcanologic map of Cdlimani-Gurghiu-Harghita volcanic chain, East Carpathians, Romania.
Legend: 1.. Quaternary sYamP or lake deposits; 2. Tertiary postvolcanic and synvolcanic sediments; 3. Tertiary prevolcanic molasse
sediments of Transylvanian basin; 4. Cretaceous-Tertiary sediments of the Flysch zone of East Carpathiaris; S. Late paleozoic-
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Tone.of East Carylthians; 7. Neck; 8. Crater; 9. Calderalike depressions; 10. Collapse calderas (caldera tauli); tt. porphyritic
intrusiverocks; 12. Fineporphyrit ic-intrusiverock; 13. Volcaniccorecomplexes;14. Eitrusivedomei;15. Lavaflows;16. plroclas-
tic cone; 17. Stratovolcanic cone; 18. Effusive cone; 19. Coarse pyroclasfic rocks-proximal facieg; 20. Mudflow, debiis avalanche,
debris.fl-ow 11_d eplerye3l stream epiclastic volcanic rocks; 21. Volcanic edifices and areas: CALIMANI MTS. 1. Drlgoiasa; 2.
Lucaciul; 3. Timiul; 4. Rusca-Tihu;5. Moldovanul; 6. Cilimani; 7. South CdLlimani volcanic field; GURGHIU MTS. S]lirca; g.

99gtgl;_LO._fa1-ce!!q13.;na: 11. Bacta; 12. Seaca-Titarca;13. Borzont; 14. Sumuleu; 15. Ciumani-Fierdstraie; NORTH HAR-
GHITA MTS. 16. RAchitig: 17. O-s_toroq: 18.-lvo-Cocoizaq; 19. VArghiq; SOUTH HARGHITA MTS. 20. $umuleu Ciuc; 21. Luci-
Lazu;22. Piligca; 24. Ciomadul; 25. Bicsad-Malnas volcanic field.
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steep front of the volcaniclastic apron in many localities.
Although their sources are difficult to localize, in two
cases we have found criteria which link debris avalanche
deposits to their inferred source. First, the presence of
large augite-bearing basaltic andesite blocks was taken
as a petrographic criterion to assign widespread debris
avalanche (and flow) deposits found in the north west
Gurghiu Mts. to a likely source in the western part of
the FAncel-L6puqna caldera (Fig. 2). Secondly, the SW
trending paleotopography controlled by the graben-
horst structure of the present-day Pergani Mts. and its
northerly structural extension, channelized large
volumes of debris avalanche and related debris-flow
material coming from <Varghis caldera> as a very likely
source (Fig. 2\.

Debris flow/lahar deposits are an essential part of the
volcaniclastic aprons occurring in many peripheral out-
crops. They often form sequences of successive thin
heterolithologic flow units often with erosional base and
channels. Such features are well exposed along the
Mureg Valley and Budacu valley (western Cdlimani).
Hyperconcentrated flood-flow deposits and less fre-
quent normal stream flow/fluvial deposits and locally
developed lacustrine deposits including silt and clay and
diatomites (Toplila basin, Eastern North Harghita,
western South Harghita/Baraolt Basin) complete the
picture of the variety of genetic types in the CGH volca-
niclastic deposits.

The types of massive volcanics and volcaniclastic de-
posits point to a characteristically arc-type volcanism
consisting of both effusive and explosive activity with
lava flows and domes building up composite volcanic
edifices. At the same time, the loose fragmental mate-
rial coming from both explosive activity and fragmenta-
tion of effusive/extrusive products, accumulated as vol-
caniclastic aprons on low topography through various
eruptive and non-eruptive processes.

5. Volcanic edifices, structures and environments

The axial part of the CGH chain consists of a number of
adjoining and partially overlapping volcanoes of va-
rious size, structure and composition. Most of them can
be characterized as composite volcanoes. The term
<stratovolcano> is not suitable because most of these
structures lack pyroclastics as significant cone-building
components. They are the result of complex eruptive
histories including several cone-buinding phases inter-
rupted by destruction phases (either caldera-formation,
edifice failure or normal erosion).

The largest and most complex volcano is Cilimani
which occupies the northern two thirds of the Cdlimani
Mts. (Seghedi,7982;1.987).In the western half it is built
up on a basement of partially uncovered intrusive com-
plex belonging to the southern extension of the East
Carpathian <subvolcanic zone>>. A series of NNE trend-
ing older stratocones (Lucaciul, Timiul, Rusca-Tihu)
(Fig. 1) with their corresponding volcaniclastic aprons
form at least the western half of the structure. The youn-
ger Cdlimani caldera partially overlaps both these edi-
fices and the higly elevated intrusive basement (over
1900 m high in the Bistriciorul-Struniorul summit). It is
topped by a ca. 8 km wide collapse caldera formed on a
mostly lava-constructed volcano. Intracaldera strato-
cones (e.g. Negoiul RomAnesc), dykes, caldera-rim
(Pietricelul) and flank (Drdguqul) domes are post-
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caldera features as well as a large monzodioritic resur-
gent central intrusion, exposed in an area about l.l. km'
in the interior of the caldera (Fig. 2).

The southern third of the Cilimani Mts. consists of a
field of small-scale fracture-controlled edifices (mostly
lava domes) dispersed among volcaniclastics that repre-
sent the southern peripheral volcaniclastic aprons of the
main volcanoes. An effusive lava center is located far
west of these structures with fluid andesitic lava flows
overtopping volcaniclastics, well exposed on the
Scaunul (God's Chair) summit.

The northern part of the Gurghiu Mts. is dominated
by the large amphitheater-shaped Fdncel-Lbpusna cal-
dera structure (Fig. 2) ca. I0 km across (R6dulescu et
al., 1964b), whose origin has not yet been fully clarified.
On its northern flank the remnants of an older volcano
displaying an unroofed intrusive core-complex, lava
flows and a Strombolian cone (Jirca, Fig.2) are found.
The very large size of the caldera is not accounted for by
the volume of the surrounding massive volcanics as is
the case with the Cilimani caldera. Therefore, wide-
spread pyroclastics have to be taken into account. Possi-
ble candidates are the large volume non-welded amphi-
bole andesiteldacite pumice and ash flow deposits occur-
ring over large areas in both southern Cdlimani and
northeastern Gurghiu Mts., including the internal cal-
dera rim. An andesitic dome complex (Bacta) adjoins
the southeastern part of the caldera. In the western part
an unnamed lava volcano overlies the peripheral volca-
niclastics of northern Gurghiu Mts., but even its lava
field extension has not been outlined accurately.

Other composite volcanic structures in the southern
part of Gurghiu Mts. include Seaca-Tbtarca with its
quasicircular ..caldera, rim and relatively simple struc-
ture and shape suggesting rather a shield, Sumuleu with
some crater-rim domes and well-exposed intrusive core-
complex and a large southern flank lava center, and the
double-cratered Ciumani-Fierbstraie edifice. All are
typically lava-built composite volcanoes with insignifi-
cant pyroclastics in their cone structures. They are sur-
rounded by coalesced volcaniclastic aprons that, due to
their similar ages, cannot be separated according to
their particular source volcanoes.

The North Harghita volcanoes form a NNE trending
row of partially overlapping edifices. The northernmost
one (Rdchitiq) is a simple aphanitic dacitic dome. Ostor-
os. the next. is a small volcano with an erosionallv en-
larged <<crater>), intrusive core-complex, rim domes,
consisting of andesitic lavas and very minor pyroclastics.
Aphanitic lava flows, similar to Richitis rocks, are pre-
sent on the northern flank and at the southeastern foot.
It is uncertain whether this latter belongs to Ostoros or
the adjoining Ivo-Cocoizas structure. Ivo-Cocoizas is a
strongly eroded volcano with a well-exposed intrusive
core complex, a morphologically less obvious central
amphitheater and with shield-like outer topography. Its
lavas range from basaltic andesites to acid andesites, but
rhyodacitic rocks are found in boreholes (Stanciu et al.,
1985). The southern half of the edifice is overlain by
lavas of the next volcano (VArghig) to a considerable ex-
tent.

The rest of North Harghita is occupied by the large
and complex Vdrghig volcano. Its oldest parts are ex-
posed in the caldera interior and in the Harghita Bdi
area (southeast of the main summit) where we assume
the presence of an independent but later partially buried
smaller edifice, only the intrusive core complex and its
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eastern flank of which are still visible. A large, mostly
lava-built cone with a ca. 4 km wide southward-opened
caldera-like depression forms the major part of the edi-
fice. Fluid, aphanitic andesitic-dacitic lava flows with
well-preserved surface pressure ridges (visible on aerial
photos) occur on the eastern flank as well as a small
amphibole-biotite-pyroxene andesite lava dome.

.<Caldera> formation at VArghis is related neither to
huge lava outpouring nor to a large ash-flow eruption. It
is likely to be the result of one (or more) edifice failures
and related debris avalanche event(s)l therefore it is not
a true caldera but a ..horseshoe depression>. Postfailure
activity concentrated along a north-south fracture where
several lava-centers such as Harshita Ciceu and Szilas
Vesze, built up a range of late-stlge acid andesite lavas
whose southward oriented flows and tonsues have ob-
vious topographic expressions (Fig. 2). Small volume
pyroxene andesite pyroclastics are found in the <cal-
dera> interior, whereas a thin intercalation of amphi-
bole-biotite pyroclastic rocks is found below the wesiern
<caldera>-rim. A well-developed core complex with in-
trusive bodies and related hydrothermal activity is an
obvious feature of the <caldera> interior.

A peripheral dome complex of amphibole-biotite-
pyroxene andesite composition constitutes the craterless
Sumuleu-Ciuc volcano at the southeastern margin of the
MiOOte Ciuc Basin near Miercurea Ciuc. Lucl-Lazu is
the northernmost South Harghita volcano, with a typical
shield morphology of its upper parts. Some andesitic
domes complicate the eastern flank whereas a younger-
phase effusive center (Lazlu) overlaps the structure in
the south. An amphitheater-shaped depression hosting
the Luci swamp is open southward. The andesite-
dominated volcaniclastic apron developed to the south-
west forms the basal part of the western South Harghita
volcaniclastic assemblage and is tentatively assignable to
Luci-Lazu volcano, suggesting that it experienced an
early steeper composite cone stage, despite its present-
day shield morphology. The Cucu volcano consists of a
<primitive> amphibole-pyroxene andesite lava pile sur-
mounted by more acid biotite-bearing lava flows and
lava domes, some of them reaching dac:itic composition.

Three crater remnants (Kar6tson et al., 1992),
together with the internal flanks of the domes form an
unusual rectangular-shaped depression containing the
common core-complex assemblage. PiliEca volcano is
formed of a steep amphibole-biotite lava dome complex
built up over the erosional remnants of a pyroxene
andesite and basaltic andesite older cone on which
Strombolian spatter is recognized. No obvious crater-
like depression is present.

The best preserved volcano is Ciomadul consisting of
a viscous dacitic lava dome and lava flow complex and a
twin-cratered pyroclastic cone. The lava domes are clus-
tered in the northern and western part of the edifice
whereas isolated domes are present to the south (Kcives
Ponk), southeast (Dealul Mare) and northwest (Baba
Laposa) (Szakdcs & Seghedi. 1986). The remnanrs of
two other isolated domes (Puturosul and Balvanyos) are
found farther to the east. The volcanic chain-terminus is
marked by three volcanic bodies of which one is an
amphibole-biotite-pyroxene andesite lava dome (Mur-
gul Mare) and the others are shoshonitic near-surface
intrusions (Murgul Mic and Luget).

The lithologic, structural and morphologic features of
both volcanic structures and deposits are typical of sub-
aerial continental arc-type calc-alkaline volcanism. No
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obvious feature suggesting subaqueous activity has yet
been encountered. Deposition of the volcanic-products
- effusive and volcaniclastic - was also subaerial, except
for very localised lacustrine environments.

6. Eruptive history

The eruptive history of CGH is summarized here based
on a large number of K-Ar age determinations (p6cskay
et al., 1995). The volcanic activity started with the erup-
tion of the Drigoiasa dacites ca. 9.3-9 Ma ago in the
.eastern Cdlimani Mts. after a preceding intrusive stage
(I2-9.5 Ma), coeval along the Bdrgbu subvolcanic zone
that extends beneath the Cilimani Mts. Intense uplift of
the western half of the Cdlimani Mts. occurred prior the
inception of volcanism. Ages as old as 9 Ma are-sporadi-
c.ally recorded in Cdlimani and northern Gurghiu-among
lithics in andesitic volcaniclastics, suggesting that incepl
tion of both dacitic and andesitic volcanism besan at ab-
out the same time at several locations in the northern
CGH.

Basaltic-andesitic stratovolcanoes (e.e. Lucaciul.
Tdm6ul) were built up 9-8 Ma ago. tiailtic-andesite
volcaniclastics and several andesitic domes of the same
age are also present in southeastern Cilimani. A strong-
ly eroded volcano in the northern Gurghiu Mts. (Jirci)
yielded similar K-Ar ages. Caldera collipse aroundT.2'-
7.I Ma ended a stage of evolved andesitic lava-cone
building in the central part of Cdlimani, partially over-
lapping the older edifices. Post-caldera volcanism and
resurgent intrusive magmatism occurred until ca. 6.8 Ma
in both intra- and extracaldera areas.

In the northern Gurghiu Mts. the huge FAncel-
Llpusna composite volcino was built up b6tween ca.
8.6-7.5 Ma, culminating in caldera formation at a still
poorly constrained time, perhaps during a longer inter-
val (such as 7 .5-7 .0 Ma) including both voluminous ash-
flow eruptions and related caldera collapse, and edifice
failure events. The Bacta dome complex formed at 7 .5-
7.3 Ma. No apparent post-caldera eruptive events have
been as yet confirmed by K-Ar dating. Seaca-Tdtarca,
Sumuleu and Ciumani-Fierdstraie volcanoes were
roughly simultaneously active (ca. 7.2-5.8 Ma) in the
southern half of Gurghiu.

Volcanic activity started in North Harghita (ca. 6.3
Ma) when Curghiu volcanoes were stil l 6rupting. and
several volcanic edifices (Richitis. Ostoros. Ivo-
Cocoizas) were built up in roughly th'e same time inter-
val, lasting less than 1 Ma each. The southernmost
North Harghita volcano (VArghis) displays a more com-
plex and longer-lasting history, being overall younger
than its northerly neighbours. An intense volcano-
building stage (5.5-5 Ma) was followed by a large edifice
failure/debris avalanche event and second-stase effusive
activity whose youngest products were dated-ca. 4 Ma.

Proceeding southward, the Luci-Lazu volcano was ac-
tive between 5.I-3.6 Ma. Its evolution, which apparent-
ly includes a cone-building stage, perhaps ended with an
edifice failure event leaving behind a southward-open
horseshoe depression and a post-failure lava-shield
building stage (Lazu). The next volcano (Cucu) started
to grow after an apparent age gap of ca. 0.8 Ma. During
its relatively short eruptive history (2.8-2.2 Ma), an
andesitic cone-building stage was followed by viscous
dome-lava eruptions. Pilisca was active between 2.4-I.5
Ma, roughly contemporaneously with the Malnag group



of shoshonitic and andesitic domes, whereas eruptions
in the Ciomadul massif span from ca. 1 Ma to <0.1 Ma.
The youngest Ciomadul eruption - subplinian dacitic
pumice fall accompanied by pyroclastic flows and debris
flows - is constrained by a '"C age of 10.700 + 280 y
(Juvigne et al., 1994) obtained on a charcoal piece en-
gulfed in a pyroclastic flow deposit, and a laC age of ca.
43 ka (Moriya, personal communication) obtained on a
paleosoil underlying the pumice fall deposit.

Along-arc age progression of volcanism is obvious for
CGH as a whole (Fig. 3). The average migration rate is
ca.17.5 km/Ma but along the chain-terminus South Har-
ghita segment is ca. 7.8 km/Ma. No obvious across-arc
migration of the volcanic front has been pointed out.

The difference between the northern half of CGH and
its southen part, especially the southern third, is obvious
in terms of volcanic evolution. The Cilimani, Gurghiu
and, partly, North Harghita segments display a slight
along-arc migration of volcanism, including a time inter-
val (ca. 7-6.8 Ma) when simultaneously active volcanoes
defined a volcanic front covering more than half the
length of the chain. In contrast, volcanoes along the
southern third, especially its terminal segment, were
successively rather than simultaneously actve (Fig. 3).
These different patterns of volcanic behaviour along the
chain correspond to higher output rates and more in-
tense volcanicity in the case of the northern CGH, and
to waning stage of volcanism and progressively lower
eruption rates along the chain-terminus segment.

7. Discussion and concluding remarks

The volcanological features point to a typical arc volcan-
ism occufring along the CGH segment of the Carpantian
NeogeneiQuaternary volcanic arc, located behind the
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Carpathian accretionary prism. A calc-alkaline (mostly
andesitic-dacitic) volcanic arc built up through the erup-
tion of a row of closely spaced juxtaposed or partially
overlapping composite volcanoes, some of them evolv-
ing to the caldera stage. However, both large-scale
ignimbritic volcanism and large-volume basaltic volcan-
ism are missing in the CGH. The volcanic arc is relative-
ly narrow, actually consisting of a single volcanic front
displaying along-arc migration of activity.

Eruption styles are also typical of intermediate arc
volcanism. Prevailing effusive activity alternated with
short explosive pulses, dome extrusions and related phe-
nomena. Explosive activity varies in range from
Strombolian to Plinian types. Generation of block-and-
ash flows related to dome emplacement on, or above,
steep slopes is common. Widespread volcaniclastic
aprons, partially merged and/or overlapped were con-
structed from neighboring active volcanoes. They
accumulated peripherally, especially toward the western
base of the composite cones, by mass wastage processes
including debris flows, and debris avalanches.

K-Ar age determinations of both axial volcanic rocks
and peripheral volcaniclastics basically point out their
contemporary emplacement and make it possible to en-
visage a new structural model for the CGH instead of
the <two compartment> model (Fig.  ). The broad vol-
canic structure of CGH, as viewed in a W-E cross sec-
tion, reflects the spatial distribution of specific volcanic
facies with respect to distance from the inferred center
of the axial composite volcanoes. A <central (or core)
facies", roughly bounded by the present-day topog-
raphic rim of the erosionally enlarged central volcanic
depressions, consists of the most eroded central-summit
part of the volcanoes including the more or less un-
roofed intrusive core complexes and related hydrother-
mal alteration halos, the crater and/or caldera remnants,

Fig. 3 - Sketch of the time-space evolution of volcanism along the Cilimani-Gurghiu-Harghita volcanic chain, based on K-Ar
dalings. Age ranges for both eGH segments (hatched areas, with average age th_own asinterrupted lines) andindividual volcanic
edificls arJdispliyed. The age range of the prevolcanic intrusive activity in the Cilimani Mts. is shown separately (crosses). Arrow
at the bottom of the figure suggests migration of the volcanic activity.
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Fig: 4 - Structural models envisaged as_W€ transversal sections for the Cllimani-Gurghiu-Harghita volcanic chain;
a) the <two compartment> model (after Ridulescu et al., 1973) (U.C. upper compartment, L.C. L"ower compartment, FVS volcano-
sedimentary formation); b) the <facies model> (this paper) (hatched: iavas; stippled: volcaniclastics).

eruptive vents (necks) and other summit-specific fea-
tures. The <proximal (or flank) facies, corresponds to
the erosionally much less modified outer slopes of the
edifices bounded by the topographic rim of the central
depression and the lower slope break in topography at
the base of the conical edifice. Lava flow piles with sub-
ordinate pyroclastic interbeds represent the typical com-
position of this facies. A peripheral <distal (or volcanic-
lastic) facies> surrounds the base of the volcanoes.
Often these volcaniclastic aprons of adjacent volcanoes
cannot be distinguished from each other, being com-
plexly interfingered and merged. The geometry and spa-
tial distribution of the distal facies deposits are often
controlled by the local topography.

The <facies model> is much more consistent with
modern views on composite volcanic edifices, their
structures and evolution (e.g. Williams & McBirney,
1979, Fig. 3-43 within).
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